New approach l o the Shape Optiniization is introduced. The variable doinnin probll~ri is relaxed so lhal it becomes a nonsinootli optimization problem OII the Axrd domain for the somewhat singular state equation. State eqimtion is considered, and the multivalued generalized gradient of tlie variational functional is studied.
Statement of the Problem
In this paper we introduce a new approach to Shape Optimization. The approach is discussed in one very particulirr situation, but we note that the method extends to otlirr inore dificult problems, which will be discussed elsewhere. In particular, it extrnds to tlir rase of Stokes Problem.
Consider the set of adriiissible shapes, i.e., the control set U = {U E P ( -1 , 1 ) ;~( -1 ) = u ( l ) = O,O 5 U ( . ) 5 1 , -I < z < I } . Denote ru = {(z,u(z)); -1 5 c 5 I}, and extend u E U as zero outbide of (-1, I). Define the domain flu = {(z,y); I z I < a, u(z) < y < 1).
Also, let R 3 R, be a domain tlcfined by R = ((2, y); I z I < a, 0 < y < 1). Now, consider inviscid, incomprrssible, ii rotational flow in a finite rhaniiel R with an ininirrsetl obstacle r,, with shape u E U.
So, the flow actually takes place in 0,.
It is well known that such a flow can be tlrscribed by the stream function U) = w", which is a solution of (to fix ideas, we take flux to be equal to one)
( 1 )
The problem we propose is the followiiig:
For givrn y = y(z,y) E C'(R),g 2 0, find (if possible) u E U (the shape of the irnniersed obstacle) such that, if w" is the corresponding solution of (l), then also /VI= 1Vw"l = g in ru.
(2) By the Bernoulli's law, P + f l V~" (~ = const. throughout the fluid (here P denotes the pressure). Hence, we see that the requesting specific velocity profile on the iinlnersed obstacle is equivalent t o requesting the specific pressnre profilr. Obviously, this is a very important problem, with wide possibilitirs for applications.
The Relaxation of a Problem
Suppose that Probleni (1) and (2) has a solution. Then, if for that particular U, we extend UI" froni R, to R as t u : it follows On the other hand, for any U E U wc can define z" as a solution of the state equation (4). Now, of course, z"ln\nM, or equivalently z"lr,,
is not necessaril y equal to zero any more, as it was assumed in (3). Nevertheless, we see that solving Problem (1) and (2) is equiuulent to solve the following problem:
Find the shape u E U and z" a solution of the state equation (4), such that z ' l r , = 0.
(6)
Fiiially, the IY luzution of that p r o b l e~~~ is given in the following definition.
Definition 1 U* E U is suid to solve fhe relaxed shape optimization problem if the correspond iny t" dcjined by (4), is such tho1 if 
UEU
Of course, solution of (6) is a minimizer, i.e., a solution of (8).
On the other hand, a solution of (8) is a solution of (6) provided a solution of (6) exists.
Theorem 1 For any U E IJ the slate equation (4) has a unique solution Jor urty a < 1. Morroecr, iJ wc dcnotc zUte = z'lnu, z "~~ = Z " J~,~-~, then z'se E ii2(Q,,), z'si E P ( R \ 0") and
We have zY E ril(n)n c0-"(O) n c y n \ r,,),
where U,, is t6c ezferior unit normu1 lo 0,.
In order to claiin existence of a minimizer, i.e., existence of a solution of the relaxed prolilem, one needs compactness. One way of introducing a compactness would be to bound the set of admissible controls to Obviously, this is the same type of equation as (4). Now, we atteiiipt to dilTerentiate e. To this end, for given U E U and a suitable djrection I? E 113 n 1 1~( -1 , 1 ) (suitable in a sense that u + AV E U for small enoiigli A > 0) we compute the one sided directional derivative +'(U; v ) :
-(2")') da, (15) where, M before, z " '~ = .t"lnY antl z"~' = z"ln\nw; also, below we shall use the notation p've = yYlnu and pun' = p'lil\nu. This is essential in the this calculation, since z" and p" are not tlifff~rentiable ucmss the ru. Proceeding, = J ((gP"*e),v+ -(YP"")yv-) (la t 1; YPP"JT_+_;iidZ. Lov' where z" is dtfi?,ed by (4) , and p" is dejned by (13).
So, the condition (19) means that, in some sense, 9 is convez a t the point U , antl then (17) and ( can be consitlercd as a sulymdient of 9 a t U.
at the point U, and then (20) and ( can l e consitlerecl as a S U~~I Y J M~~K~~ of @ a t U.
The above suggests thc numerical algorithnr (the steepest dcsceril mefhod) for nhiniization of 9, i.e., for the numerical solution of the relaxed shape optimization problem:
Choose ug E U. If ti,, E U is already known, then u.+1 is deterniinecl by: compute 2"" as a solution of (4); compute pun as a solution of (13); if (19) holds, compute an u,,+1 such that and if (22) holds, compute an u,+l such that u,,+1 E (ti,, -P,J-' ( i~@ ( u , , ) ) ) n U , Pn > 0.
(26)
Here, A is the isomorphism between 1l3nlf~(-1, 1) and its d u d . SO we see that it would be much better to work on HJ(-l, 1) instead, since then A would be a second order operator -& instead of the sixth order operator.
